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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS B9+.,RD L', . 
'

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIO},I AGTNCY
WASHINGTON,D.C.

In re:

Nelson Industrial Steam Company Appeal No. CAA07-02

ADMINISTRATOR'S RESPONSE TO PETITION F'OR R.EVIEW

The Board should affirm the Administrator's action in this case because the

Administrator has demonstrated a rational basis for his decision that two units at a power

production facility owned by Nelson Industrial Steam Company (NISCO) are not exempt

from the requirernents of the EPA-administered trading programs under the Clean Air

Interstate Rule (CAIR) and the CAIR Federal Implementation Plans (FIPs) under 40 CFR

Parts 96 and 97 and rhe Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that any conclusion of law

underlying this decision is clearly erroneous or tlat any exercise ofdiscretion underlfng

the decision is arbitrary and capdcious or an abuse of discretion. First, the

Administrator's determination that these units (the NISCO units) are not exempt from the

CAIR FIP and CAIR trading programs is consistent with the CAIR FIP and CAIR

regulationswhich do not create an exemption for non-cogeneration units having "small

amounts" of, or de minimis sales of electricity. See 40 CFR 9997.104(a)(1),

97 2oa@)Q),and 97.304(a)(1) (CAIR FIP rules) and 40 CFR gg96.104(a.Xl).

96.20a(a)(l), and 96.304(a)(l) (CAIR model trading rules); see also 40 CFR

$ $ 5 1 . 1 23 (cc) and 5 1 . 1 24(q) (definitions of "electric generating urit" or "EGU') . In fact,

)
)
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in the CAIR rulemaking, EPA expressly considered and decided not to establish a general

exemption for all rurits based on minimal sales of electricity. Instead,.EPA expressly

created a limited exemption -- i.e., an exemption only for cogeneration units that

otherwise meet the general applicability criteria for all units -- based on the amount of

electricity sales. See 40 CFR $$97.104OX1), 97.204(b)(l), and 9730a@)(1) (CAIR FIP

rules) and 40 CFR $$96.104(b)(1), 96.204(bxl), and 96.30a@)(l) (CAIR model trading

rules); see also 40 CFR $$51.123(cc) and 51.12a(fl (definitions of "electric generating

unit" ot "EGU"). Petitioner does riot argue here that the NISCO units qualiff as

cogeneration units under the CAIR FIPs and CAIR; thus any exernption for such units

cannot apply. Second, the Administrator reasonably concluded that he cannot create a

new, de minimis exemption covering the NISCO units without revising the reguiations in

a notice-and-comment rulemaking, consistent with statutory rulemaking requirements.

Thus, in the applicability determination, he must apply the existing regulations, which do

not allow lbr such an exemption.

Background

This case involves an appeal ofthe applicability determination, issued by the

Administrator on October 22, 2007 under 40 CFR 9997.104(c),97.20a@), and 97.304(c),

for two units at NISCO's Roy S. Nelson Station at Westlake, Louisiana.r The two units

are circulating fluidized bed boilers buming petroleum coke, supplemented by natural

1 EPA promulgated the CAIR FIPs as a backstop to implement CAIR and to ensrue that there were rules in
place to irplement the requirements of Section 1 1 0(a)(2)(D)(i) of the Clean Air Act (CAA) prohibiting
emissions that contribute significantly to nonattainment in, or interfere with maintenance by, any other
State with respect to national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for frne particulates and ozone. $99
7O Fed. Reg.25162,25166-67 (May, 12,2005). EPA gave States th€ option under CAIR ofmeeting these
requiements in their SIPs by adopting EPA-administered tading programs for SO2, NOx annual, and NOx
ozone season emissions. !! at 25273. The CAIR FIPs adopted essentially the same EPA-administercd
trading programs and will be withdrawn for States that adopt SIPs rneeting the CAA Section 110(a)(2(D)(i)
requirements. 7l Fed. Reg. 25328,25343 (Apr.28, ?006).



gas, and serving two 130 MWe generators. The generators produce electricity, and some

of the waste heat is used to produce steam. Most of the electricity and all of the steam are

used by the owners of the facility, and a relatively small portion of the electricity is sold

to a utility for delivery to the utility's customers.

In its original request for an applicability determination dated March 13, 2006,

NISCO contended that the NISCO units were cogeneration units exempt from the CAIR

FIP and CAIR trading programs.2 See Petitioner's Exhibit 2. In its applicability

determination, the Adminishator rejected that contention because these two units do not

meet the efficiency standard that is required for a unit to qualify as a cogeneration unit

and thus is a prerequisite for qualifying for the cogeneration unit exemption. See

Petitioner's Exhibit I at 6. Petitioner does not here contest that finding. Instead,

Petitioner reiies on a second., additional argument, made in its supplement to the request,

dated Novernber 15,2006, that these two units do not meet the definition of electric

generating unit (EGU) under CAIR (40 CFR 9951.123(cc) and 51.i24(q)) and the general

applicability criteria for CAIR units under the CAIR FIPs (40 CFR gg97.iO+(a)(t),

97.zoa@)(),and9730a@)()) and undercArR (40 cFR g$96.10a(a)(l), 96.20a@)Q),

and 96.304(a)(1))3 because the units have "small amounts", or de minimis, sales of

' When NISCO submitted its applicability determination request and a supplement to tlut request, the
CAIR FIPs for SO2 NOx anaual, and NOx ozone season emissions were in place in Louisiana. Between
the submission of NISCO'S request and supplement and the issuance ofthe Administrator's applicability
determinatioq the Agency approved Louisiana's SIP revision providing for participation in the EPA-
administered CAIR SO2 trading program and inco4rorating by reference most ofthe CAIR SO, model
trading rule and proposed approving the Staie's SIP revisions providing for participation in the EPA-
admilristered CAIR NOx hading progams. NISCO and the State continued to express an interest in the
Adminishator's responding to the requesl particularly since the relevant provisions of CAIR FIPs and SIPs
for SO2 and NOx are all essentially identical. The Administrator therefore issued the applicability
determination and referenced the relevant orovisions in both the CAIR FIPs and the CAIR model tradins
rules. Petitioner's Exlibit 1 at n.l.

r Although NISCO referenced only 40 CFR 51 .123(cc) and the CAIR FIP applicability provisions, NISCO
obj ected to inclusion of its units in the EPA-administered SO2 and NOx hading programs under CAIR, as



electricity (Petitioner's Exhibit 3). After carefully considering NISCO's supplemental

request, the Administrator determined that rhe NISCO units are CAIR units even though

they have produced only relatively small amounts of electricity for sale. The

Administrator found that the general applicability criteria of the EPA-administered CAIR

FIP and CAIR trading programs do not include an exemption for all units with "small

amounts" of sales of electricity.a The Administrator also found that a new exemption for

all units with de minimis sales of electricity can only be created through notice-and-

comment rulemaking to revise the CAIR FIPs and CAIR and that therefore he must apply

in the applicability determination the existing regulations, which do not allow for such an

exemption. See Petitioner's Exhibit 1 at 4-5 arld 6-7 .

Standard of Review

As provided in 40 CFR $$97.108, 97.208, and 97.308, the appeal procadures lbr

CAIR FIP applicability determinations are set forth in 40 CFR Part 78. The scope of

review is established in 40 CFR $78.1 . This section explicitly provides that Part ?8

govems appeals of any final decision of the Administrator under the EPA-administered

trading programs under the CAIR FIPs and CAIR. 40 CFR 78.1(a)(1) (stating that "[t]his

part govems appeals of any final decision of the Administrator under the EPA-

well as both the CAIR FIP SO, and NOx hading programs. The EGU defrition in CAIR with regard to
SO2 emissions is in 40 CFR $51.124(q). Moreover, the Administrator explained that the applicability of
the EPA-admjnistered trading programs under the CAIR FIPs and CAIR to the NISCO units is governed by
the provisions in 40 CFR $$97.104, 97.204, al|'d,97.304 and,40 CFR $$96.104, 96.204, and 96.304, rather
than the EGU definitions in 40 CFR 9951.123(cc) and 51.124(q). In fact, the term "EcU" is not used in
rhe CAIR FIP and CAIR tading rules and is used in 40 CFR $$51.123 and 51.124 in provisions addressing
the establishment ofand demonstration ofcompliance with State budgets, the requirements for emissions
monitoring and reporting, and the requtements for participation in the EPA-administered tnding prograrns.
See 40 CFR $$51.123(eXg), (i), (o), (q)-(s), (u), and (aa); and 51.124(e)-(g), (il and (o) In any event, the
applicability provisions and the DGU definitions are identical for all purposes relevant in this case-
Petitioner's Exhibit I at n.4.
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administered trading programs under . . . subparts AA through II ofpart 96 ofthis

chapter, subparts AAA through III ofpart 96 ofthis chapter, and subparts AAAA through

IIII ofpart 96 ofthis chapter, or part 97 of this chapter") See also 40 CFR $78.1(bX7)-

(12) (providing a non-exclusive list of the tlpes offina1 decisions ofthe Administrator

under the CAIR FIPs and CAIR that are appealable under 40 CFR $78.1(a)(1)). Because

this is an appeal ofa final applicability determination by the Administrator undet the

CAIR Ftrs. the Board has jurisdiction to hear this appeal.

Under Part 78, while the Administrator has the burden of going forward to show

the rational basis for the October 22, 2007 applicabiliry determination because there was

no opportunity for public comment before issuance ofthe decision, Petitioner bears the

burden of convincing the Board that the determination should be reversed, modified, or

remanded. 40 CFR $78.12(b). Under the Board's procedural rules, the applicability

determination may be reversed, modified, or remanded under only two circumstances.

First, the Board may reverse, modify, or remand the determination to the extent the Board

concludes that "a finding of fact or conclusion oflaw trnderlying the decision is clearly

erroneous." Id. Second, the Board may reverse, modify, or remand the determination to

the extent the Board finds that "an exercise of discretion or policy determination

underlying the decision is arbitrary and capricious or otherwise warrants" such action by

the Board. Id.5

5 The standard ofreview under Part 78 goveming appeals of CAIR FiP and CAIR SO2 and NOx trading
program actions to the Board is similar to that governing other EPA actions under 40 CFR $ I 24. 1 9. The
principles directing the Board to apply a deferential standard ofreview are the same. "As the preamble to
the Pafi 124 regulations states: '[the] power ofreview should be only sparingly exercised'[.]" InRe SEI
Birchwood. Inc., 5 E.A.D.25,27 (EAB 1994) (quotrng 45 Fed. Reg. 33412 (May 19, 1980)).



As EPA stated in its proposed Acid Rain Program rules where the Part 78 appeal

procedures were first proposed, "[t]hese standards are consistent with tlre tmditional

standards for reviewing actions of agencies under applicable provisions of the

Administrative Procedure[ ] Act." 56 Fed. Reg.63002,63033 (Dec.3, 1991);seealso5

U.S.C. 706(2). This narrow, deferential scope ofreview prohibits a court from

"substitut[ing] its judgment for that of the agency." Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State

Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.,463 U.S. 29,43 (1983). Courts must consider whether an

agency's decision "was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there

has been a clear error ofjudgrnent." Bowman Transp., Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Freiqht

Sys., Inc.,419 U.S. 281,285 (i974) (citation omitted). The agency's determinations

must be upheld if they "conform to 'certain minimal standards of rationality."' Small

Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA ,705 F .2d 506, 520-2I (D.C. Cir. 1983)

(citation omitted). In construing administrative regulations, courts give "'controiling

weight"'to the agency's interpretation "'unless it is plainly erroneous or inconsistent

with the regulation. "' United States v. Larionoff, 431 U.S. SS+. AIZ(1977) (citation

omitted); see also Thomas Jefferson Univ. v. Shalala, 512 U.S. 504,512 (1994).

ARGUMENT

ln its request for an applicability determination, Petitioner argued that the

Administrator should have used one of three "mechanisms" to determine that t}le NISCO

units are not subject to the EPA-administered trading programs under the CAIR FIPs and

CAIR. Petitioner's Exhibit 3 at 4: see also petition at 4. Specifically, Petitioner argued

that the Administrator should have: (i) interpreted the applicable regulations to exclude

the units because their electricity sales were "incidental production" amounting to less



than 1o/o of their annual electric ou@ut and, for limited periods, small amounts "during or

in response to natual disasters"; (il) amended the CAIR FIPs to create exemptions for

units with de minimis elechicity sales; or (iii) allowed Louisiana to include such a de

minimis exernption in its CAIR SIP. Petitioner's Exhibit 3 at 4; see also Petition at 4.

Before the Board, Petitioner focuses its attention on the Administrator's alleged "inherent

authority to make de minimis exceptions to its rules" (Petition at 4; see also id. at 5-8),

but apparently continues to assert that the Administrator should have used one ofthe

above-described "mechanisms" to provide an exemption for the NISCO units. As

discussed below; the applicable regulations and the accompanying preambles and

response to comments do not support the interpretatioq sought by Petitioner. Furtheq the

Administrator cannot create a new de minimis exemption (whether a categorical or case-

by-case exemption) covering the NISCO units without revising the CAIR FIPs and

CAIR in a notice-and-comment rulemaking, consistent with statutory rulernaking

requirements, and so must apply in the applicability determination the existing

regulations, which plainly do not allow for such an exemption.

I. The Rules Governing the EPA-administered Trading Programs Under
CAIR FIPs and CAIR Clearly Provide That the NISCO Units are Subject

, to These Programs, and Neither the Rule Text nor the Accompanying
Preambles Support the Interpretation Sought by Petitioner.

The Administrator concluded, in the October 2 2,2007 applicabrlity determination

that both ofthe NISCO units meet the general appiicability criteria for units subject to the

EPA-administered trading programs under the CAIR FIPs and CAIR, i.e., the criteria in

40 CFR $$97.i04(a)(1),97.20a@)Q), and97 30\(a)(l) and the identical provisions in 40

CFR Part 96, and are thus CAIR units. As explained above, NISCO originally contended



that its units qualified for the exemption from the general applicability criteria that is

limited to certain cogeneration units, as set forlh in 40 CFR $$97.104(bXlxi),

97.204(bXlXD, and 97.304(b)(1)(i), but in this action does not contest EPA's finding that

the cogeneration unit exemption does not apply to the NISCO units. Therefore, the issue

before the Board is whether EPA should have interpreted the general applicability criteria

for the EPA-administered trading programs (and the identical language in the EGU

definition) to exclude the NISCO units from the trading programs because ofthe

relatively small amounts of electricity that the units sell. Petitioner's Petition at 3.

As explained in the applicability determination, the general applicability criteria

in 40 CFR $$97.10a({(1), 97.204(a)(r), and 97.304(a)(1) (and in 40 CFR

$$96.10a(a)(1), 96.204(a)(l), and 96.304(a)(1)) expressly cover each unit serving a

generator of the requisite size producing any amount ofelectricity for sale, i.e., "any

stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine

serving at any time, since the later of November 1 5 , I 990 or the start-up of the unit' s

combustion chamber, a generator with nameplate capacity of more the 25 MWe,

producing eleckicity for sale." See also 40 CFR 9951.123(cc) and 51.124(q) C'EGU"

definitions) (containing this same language). Nowhere in this ru1e text or the related

preamble language is there any indication that units serving a generator producing a small

amount of electricity for sale are to be treated any differently than any other units serving

a generator producing electricity for sale. The rules on their face simply do not create an

exemption for all units with "small amounts" of, or de minimis, electricity sales.

In contrast, the rules do explicitly create an exemption covering only units that

both qualify as cogeneration units and sell only a limited amount of electricity. EPA .



expressly limited this exemption based on ths amount of electricity sold to cogeneration

units with annual sales not exceeding the greater of one-third ofpotantial electrical output

capacig or219,000 MWh. 40 CFR $$97.104OX1),97.204(bxi),97.304(b)(1). See also

40 CFR $$96.104(bxl), 96.204O)(i), and 96.30a@)(1); and a0 CFR 51.123(cc) and

5 I . 124(q) ("EGU" definitions). As exhibited by the manner in which this limited

exemption is w'ritten, EPA clearly knew how to draw the distinction among varying

amounts ofsales of electricity and chose not to apply such a distinction in the general

applicability criteria. Petitioner does not, and cannot, point to any rule text that would

support an inte{pretation fltat the general applicabllity citeria - which apply to both non-

cogeneration units and cogeneration units -- exclude units with any (non-zeio) amount of

electricity sales, however small.

Moreoveq EPA specifically rejected comments submitted in the CAIR

rulemaking asking EPA to use a definition for EGUs covered by the EPA-administered

CAIR trading programs that would have included an exemption for all units supplylng

less than one-third of their potential electrical ou@ut to the grid. The commdnter had

incorrectly implied that the Acid Rain Program contained such an exemption. In

rejecting this request, EPA explained:

[T]he commenter misstated the Acid Rain definition and confused the Acid Rain

applicability provisions conceming utility units in general with those provisions

conceming cogeneration units in particular. The language referenced by the

commenter concerning potential electrical output applies, in the Acid Rain Program,

only to cogeneration units, not all fossil fuel-fired units. For non-cogeneration writs,



there is no exemption from Acid Rain Program requirements based on the units

selling a "small" amount of electricity for sale. 70Fed.Reg. at25276.

EPA decided to adopt in the CAIR model trading rules "different applicability provisions

for non-cogeneration units and cogeneration units." Gd.) and subsequently adopted for

the CAIR FIPs essentially the same trading program rules (including the applicability

provisions that lack an exemption for non-cogeneration units based on the amount of

electricity sales) as in the CAIR trading programs (71 FRat25343). See also Corrected

Response to Significant Public Comments on the Proposed Clean Air Interstate Rule at

876 (Apnl, 2005) (stating that "[flor non-cogeneration units, "producing electricity for

sale" means any amount of electricity for sale.") (Respondent's Exhibit 1).

Because the rule text, on its face, does not create an exemption for non-

cogeneration units based on the amount of electricity sales and neither the rule text nor

the accompanying preambles and response to comments support Petitioner's

interpretation creating such an exemption, the Administrator reasonably rejected

Petitioner's claim that he should interpret (or allow Louisiana to interpret) the general

applicability criteria to create that exemption. See Petitioner's Exhibit 1 at 5 and 7.

II. The Administrator Cannot Create a new de Minimis Exemption
Covering tle NISCO Units Without Revising the CAIR FIPs and CAIR
in a Notice-and-Comment Rulemaking.

Although Petitioner fails to show that the rule text and preambles for the CAIR

FIPs and CAIR support its interpretation creating a "small sales" exemption for all units

(including non-cogeneration units), Petitioner argues nevertheless that the

Administrator's failure to create a de minimis exemption (either a categorical exemption

or a case-by-case exemption) covering the NISCO units is arbitrary and capricious and an

l0



abuse of discretion. However, the Administrator reasonably declined to revise, in the

applicability determination, the CAIR FIPs and CAIR to create such a new exemption

and properly applied the existing rules, which do not allow for such an exemption.

a. The Administrator cannot create, in the applicability determination, a
categorical de minimis exemption covering the NISCO units because the
CAIR FIPs and CAIR do not include such an exemption.

Petitioner goes to great length in its briefto convince the Board that the

Administrator has inherent authority to grant de minimis exemptions under Alabama

Power v. Costle,636F.2d,323 (D.C. Cir. 1979) and its progeny, which address agency

authority to create categorical de minimis exemptions. However, because the rule text

and preambles do not suppofi the interpretation creating a "small sales" exemption for all

units, Petitioner's position amounts to a claim that the Administrator should revise the

regulations to create a new exemption in an applicability determination, instead of in a

notice-and-comment rulemaking consistent with statutory rulemaking requirements. In

fact, two of the three "mechanisms" urged by Petitioner for determining that the NISCO

units are not subject to the EPA-administered trading programs under the CAIR FIPs and

CAIR are: "to amend the FIP to create such de minimis exemptions from the definition of

EGU" (Petition at 4); and "to allow the State of Louisiana to include such a de minimis

exemption in its SIP" (i<!) for the EPA-administered trading program even though the

creation of such an exemption by a State is baned under 40 CFR $$51 .123(o)(2) and

(aa)(2) and 5l.Da@)Q) (see Petitioner's Exhibit I at 7 and n.9).

Respondent does not dispute that, beginning on November 15, 1990 and

thereafter, the NISCO units have produced only relatively small amounts of electricity for

sale during certain years, sometimes in response to natural disasters. However, the CAIR

11



FIPs and CAIR were each promulgated after providing public notice, a public hearing,

and the opportunity for the public to comment. As discussed above, EPA in fact received

and rejected, in the CAIR rulemaking, a commant supporting an exemption for all units

based on "small amounts" ofelectricity sales. The Administrator cannot now revise these

existing rules to create this new, previously rejected exemption without meeting statutory

notlce-and-comment requirements for rulemaking simply because a source is dissatisfied

with the application of the existing rules. Under CAA Section 307(d), which applies to

both the CAIR FIPs and CAIR,6 the Administrator must, among other things, provide

public notice ofproposed rules, and opportunity for hearing and public comment on

proposed rules, before issuing final rules. See 42 U.S.C. 7607(d)(3)-(5). See

Aopalachian Power Co. v. EPA, 208 F.2d 1015, 1024 (D.C.Cir. 2000) (stating that "[i]t is

well established that an agency may not escape notice and comment requirements (here,

of 42 U.S.C. $7607(d)) by labeling a major substantive legal addition to a rule a mere

interpretation"). In short, the Administrator cannot -- in the applicability determination --

add to the CAIR FIPs and CAIR trading rules Petitioner's new, "small sales" exemption

for all units. As explained in the October 22, 2007 applicability determination, the

Administrator, in the context of the applicability detemination, must apply the existing

rules, not amend the rules to "create new exemptions." Petitioner's Exhibit 1 at 6; see

also id. at n.9.

Petitioner's reliance on Alabama Power and subsequent authorities based thereon

is unfounded because the courts in these cases were considering whether EPA can create

-- through a rulemaking -- categorical de minimis exernptions to a statute, not whether

6 See 69 Fed. Reg. 32684,32686 (Je.10, 2004) (stating that CAIR is subject to CAA Section 307(d)) ancl
42 U.S.C. 7607 (d) (lXB) Gtating that the promulgation ofa FIP is subjec o CAA Secrjon 30?(d)).

t2



EPA could create -- through a non-rulemaking proceeding -- categorical de minimis

exernptions to an existing rule. Specifically, the court in Alabama Power examined

whether EPA can grant, in a rulemaking, a categorical de minimis exemption -- that is, a

blanket regulatory exemption for a category of entities - where the statute, if literally

applied, would result in "burdens ofreguiation [that] yield a gain oftrivial or no value."

Alabama Power, 636 F.2d at 360-61. Cases that follow Alabama Power and uphold

EPA's power to create regulatory exemptions similarly deal with blanket de minimis

exemptions ofparticular categories ofentities that would otherwise be regulated under a

statute. See. e.e.. Environmental Defense Fund. Inc. v. EPA, 82 F.3d 451,465-67 (D.C.

Cir. 1996) (upholding a rule establishing a categorical de minimis exception for federal

actions from conformity requirements); and Ober v. Whitman,243 F.3d I 190, 1193-96

(9th Cir. 2001) (upholding a FIP rule establishing a categorical de minimis exception for

emission sources). In fact, the Alabama Power court specifically stated that it is "not

concemed here with the 'equitable' discretion ofagencies to afford case-by-case

treatment taking into aciount circumstances peculiar to individual parties in the

application ofa general rule to particular cases, or even in appropriate cases to grant

dispensation from the rule's operation." Id. at 357.7 In contrast with the circumstances

before the court in Alabama Power, Petitioner seeks a categorical de minimis exemption

from EPA's CAIR FIP and CAIR regulations, not from a statute, and wants the

7 In referring to "appropriate cases to grant dispensation" from a rule, the Alabama Power court cited !!$.
v. Allegenv-Ludlum Steel Corp.. 406U.5.742,755 (1972), where the agency whose rules were addressed
by the court had adopted both rules establishing general requirements and another rule allowing for case-
by-case applications for exceptions to the general requirements in order to "allow for special
circumstances." As discussed below, the Administrator's applicability determination on review by the
Board cannot be an "appropriate case[ ] to grant dispensation" (Alabama Power, 636 F-3d at 357) becaxse
EPA has no rule that allows for case-by-case exceptions to t}re applicabilily provisions ofthe CAIR FIP and
CAIR trading rules and, absent such a rule, case-by-case exceptions cannott be made without fust adopting
such a rule through notice-and-cornnent rulemakine.

l 3



Administrator to create the new exemption without meeting statutory rulemaking

requirements for revising the regrlations. Petitioner's reliance upon Alabama Power as

authority to grant a categorical de minimis exernption from the general applicability

criteria of the CAIR FIPs and CAIR is thus misplaced, and consequently this line of cases

ddes not support Petitioner's position.

b. The Administrator catrnot create, in the applicability determinationo a
case-by-case glg minimis exemption covering the NISCO units because the
CAIR FIPs and CAIR do not allow for case-by-case exemptions to the
applicability criteria.

While Petitioner argued, in its request for an applicability determination, that the

Administrator has the authority, under Alabama Power, to create a categorical de minimis

exemption for all units from the general applicability criteria in the CAIR FIP and CAIR

trading programs, Petitioner now presents - for the first time before the Board -- a

variation on that argument. Petitioner now claims that wrder several cases, some.of

which preceded Alabama Power, the Administrator has the authority to grant a de

minimis exemption for the NISCO units on a case-by-case basis. Howevei, just as the

Administrator cannot create a categorical de minimis exemption for all units in the

applicability determination, the Administrator similarly cannot grant the NISCO units a

case-by-case de minimis exemption in that context.

Specifically, Petitioner cites several cases, claiming that the courts either held that

EPA's rules establishing general requirements "must" include case-by-case variances (E.I

du Pont de Nemours v. Train,430 U.S. I12,128 (1977)) or upheld agency authority to

adopt rules providing for case-by-case exemptions from general regulatory requirements

(U.S. v. Storer Broadcasting Co., 351 U.S. 192 (1956); Portland Cement Ass's v.

14



Ruckleshaus, 486F.2d375,398-99 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. den.,417 U.S. 921 (1914);

and Chemical Manufacturers Assn. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 470 U.S. 116

(1985)). However, Petitioner does not, and could not, assert that the CAIR FIPs and

CAIR include provisions allowing for case-by-case exemptions from the general

applicability criteria. These regulations do not include such provisions conceming the

applicability criteri48 and none of these cases are on point as explained below..

In E.I. du Pont, the courl's statement that EPA must provide, in its regulations, for

variances from certain effluent limitations (i.e., limitations taking effect in 7977 for

existing sources) was based on the particular statutory provisions before the court (which

included an express requirernent that variances be available for more stringent effluent

limitations taking effect in 1983 for existing sources). E.I. du Pont, 430 U.S. at 121 and

127-28. Indeed, the court also held that different provisions ofthe same statute barred

EPA flom granting variances from effluent limitations for new sources. Id. at 138. In

any event, the issue of whether EPA had to include, in the CAIR FIPs and CAIR. rules

allowing for case-by-case exemptions fiom the general applicability criteria is not, and

could not be, raised by Petitioner before the Board. Under CAA Section 307(b), such a

" Where EPA wanted to allow case-by-case exemptions liom requirements in the CAIR FIPs and CAIR,
the regulations expressly provide for such exemptions. For example, the CAIR FIP and CAIR trading rules
establish procedures for requesting an alternative to generally applicable monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requternents. Sg9 40 CFR $$ 97.175,97.275, and 97.375 and40 CFR $996.175,96.275,
a'r.d96.375. Similarly, CAIR expressly allows a State to adopt, in its SlP, CAIR trading rules that differ,
but in only very limited ways, from the CAIR mode I tading rules. See 40 CFR g g5 1 . I 23(o)(2) and (aa)(Z)
and 40 CFR $51.124(o)(2). As explained by the Administrator (Petition€r's Exhibit I at 7), the creation of
any new de minimis exemption (whether categorical or case-by-case) ftom the applicability provisions was
not one ofthe allowed chanses.
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challenge of the CAIR FIPs and CAIR can only be raised before the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, not before the Board.e

ln Storer Broadcasting, Chemical Manufacturers, and Portland Cement, the

agency had either already adopted a rule allowing for case-by-case applications for

waiver of, or exception to, general requirements in another rule (Slqler lrcadgaqtiag, 351

U.S. at 201; and Chemical Manufacturers, 470 U.S. at 719-24 and n.8) or proposed a rule

providing for requests for case-by-case flexibility in the application of general

requlrements (Pgdadlemg4, 486 FR.2d at 398-99). As discussed above, EPA has not

adopted any rule providing for case-by-case exemptions from the general applicability

criteria of the CAIR FIP and CAIR trading programs. Consequently, the Administrator

camot grant a case-by-case exemption for the NISCO units without first revising, in a

rulemaking, the CAIR FIPs and CAIR to adopt a new ru1e allowing for case-by-case

exemptions, and, in the absence of zuch a new rule, the Administrator must apply in the

applicability determination the existing regulations, which do not allow for such a case-

by-case exernption.

c. The factual assertions and supporting information presented by Petitioner
to justify a categorical or cases-by-case @ minimis exemption covering the
NISCO units are irrelevant to the issues properly before the Board.

Because, as discussed above, the Administrator cannot grant, in the applicability

determination, either the categorical or case-by-case 5!9 minimis exemption requested by

Petitioner, the factual assertions and supporting information presented in the Petition to

justify such an exemption are irrelevant to the issues properly before the Board. For

example, asserting that application of the CAIR FIP and CAIR trading programs to the

' 
$99 70 Fed. Reg. at 25317 and7l Fed. Reg. at 25329 (explaining that any appeal ofCAIR and the CAIR

FIPS must be made before the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the D.C. Circuit); see also 42 U.S.C. 7607(b).
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NISCO units is "an absurd result" (Petition at 8), Petitioner presents information to

support this assertion (id. at 2-4 and 8-9). Petitioner's assertions and information to

justifu an exemption covering the NISCO units are not relevant to the issues properly

before the Bomd in this proceeding because, even assuming, arzuendo, that al1 the

asserlions and information were accurate and supported in the recordl0 and that they were

sufficient to justify an exemption," the Administrator must -- for the reasons discussed

above -- apply the existing regulations, which do not allow fbr such an exemption.

Moreover, in justifying the requested exemption, Petitioner makes certain assertions

disputiug the air quality modeling on which the CAIR FIPs and CAIR, and Louisiana's

inclusion in these rules, are based, and these assertions amount to a challenge on the

merits of these rules.12 As discussed above, under CAA Section 307(b), such a challenge

can only be raised before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, not before the

Board.

to While these assertions and information are not relevant here, the Administrator notes that many of the
assertions and much of the inforrnation are not accurate or supported in the record, Fol exanple, contary
to NISCO'S claim that its circulating fluidized bed units cannot make cost-effective emissions reductions
(id. at 2-3 ad 8), EPA considered, and specifically rejected, in the response to cornrnents in the CAIR
rulemaking, comments that, because ofrelatively low emissions, circulating fluidized bed boilers should
not be covered by the EPA-admjnistercd hading programs. $99 Corrected Response to Significant Public
Comments on the Proposed Clean Air Interstate Rule at 274-75 and 878-90 (Respondent's Exhibit 1).
Fufiher, conhary to Petitioner's claim ofhaving the only CAIR units not allocated SO2 allowances (Petition
at 3), other companies claim to have CAIR units lacking such allocations and are currently litigating this
claim in State ofNorth Carolina v. U-S. EPA, Docket Nos. 05-1244, el al. $99 Respondent's Exhibit 2
(statements of issues conceming CAIR rmits lacking SO2 allowance allocations).

It While, as discussed above, these assertions and information are not r€levant here, the Administmtor
notes tllat they are not necessarily sufficient to justifo the exemption sought by Petitioner. For exanple,
Petitioner claims that its modeling shows that "modeled maximum SO2 emissions were less than l5% of
the short term and long term ambient standards" and so "the NISCO contributions ofSO2 were not likely to
affect ambient at quality in Alabama-" Petition at n.3. However, as explained by the court in Apnalachian
Power Co. v. EPA,249F.3d 1032,1049 (D.C. Cir.200l), Congess' approach in CAA Section
1IO(aX2XDXi) "plainly reflected a decision to act against sources whose emissions, while harmless
individually, could become harmful when combined with others."

r'? 
$99 Petition at 8 and n.2.
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CONCLUSION

The only issues properly before the Board in this appeal are whether the

Administrator's determinations that NISCO's units are not exempt from the general

applicability criteria of the CAIR FIP and CAIR trading programs and that he cannot

adopt, a new, de minimis exemption (whether categorical or case-by-case) to these

criteria in an applicability determination are based on a clearly erroneous conclusion of

law or comprise an exercise ofdiscretion that is arbitrary and capricious and an abuse of

discretion. However, the Administrator reasonably determined, consistent with the rule

text and accompanying preambles and response to comments, that the CAIR FIPs and

CAIR contain no exemption from the general applicability criteria for all units based on

the amount of electricity sales. Further, the Administrator was well within the scope of

his administrative discretion to decline creating, in the applicability determination and in

the absence of a notice-and-comment rulemaking revising the CAIR FIPs and CAIR, , a

new, categorical or case-by-case {9 minimis exemption covering the NISCO units and to

apply the existing regulations, which do not allow for such an exemption. The Board

should affirm the Administrator's October 22, 2007 applicability determination and deny

t8
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equipped with SCR shows the staok NOx rate varying from 0.03 to 0.26 lb/MMBtu.5s In addition,
EPA notes that not all affected coal-fired units wilt install SCR. Therefore. EPA has considered
these differences between boilers and used an average NOx rate of 0. I I lblMMBtu to establish
the CAIR NOx caps.

Comment:
One commenter argues that the capital and operating aosts associated with SCR controls

would be prohibitively expensive for the municipal solid waste (MSW) faoilities.

Response:
The EPA notes that CAIR does not require controls on MSW plants. In addition, EPA

does not rcquire states to include MSW plants for CAIR. However, if any state elects to include
an MSW plant as paft of its SIP, EPA notes that SCR has been apilied to a large number of
worldwide MSW facilities.@ In addition, such facilities have an option to consider other
technologies, such as SNCR and rebum, which are considered viable for such applications.

Comment:
One commenter has argued that the waste-coal circulating fluidized-bed (CFB) boilers

should be required to comply with only the NOx control requiremonts under CAIR, exompting
thom from complianco with the NOx control requirements of this rule. This commenter points
out that, since these two pollutants ( NOx and SO2) are controlled ihrough op€rational practic€s
in CFB boilers, their emissions are intsrrelded to the extent that iricreased control ofone may
cause incrcased emissions of the other. Therefore, the commenter belieies that compliance with
the requirements for both pollutants would not be possible for the CFB boiler plants fuing waste
coal.

Response:
The Agency agrees with the commenter that there may be an interdependoncy betwe€n the

conbol ofNOx and SO2 in a CFB boiler, if only operational pfilctices :re considered for this
purpose. However; the Agenry does not agx€e that op€rational practices are the only methods
available to CFB boilers firing waste coals for controlling emissions of NOx and SO2. A large
number of CFB boilers are equipped with solective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) systems to
control NOx.m Use of a polishing spray dryer absorber (SDA) to provide control of so2
emissioris, in addition to limestone injection in the fumace, has also been amply demonstraJed on
a CFB boiler installation.Tr Both ofthese technologies are used downstream ofthe boiler
combustion zone afld they operate independent ofeach other.

6"EPA's Website - Acid Rain/OTC programs Hourly Emissions Data,"
www.eoa. gov/airmarketVernissiondraVindex.html

@Email from J. Staudt to S. Khan, Update to IAQR comments - MSW, August 26, 2004
(docket no. OAR-2003-0053- 1948)

To"Fuel Tech NOx Out Process Experience List " Comment Received on CAIR from
ICAC, (VII.8-0772)

?rW. Coodrich, et. al, "Summary of Air Emissions from the First Year Operation of
JEA's Northside Generating Station," ICAC Forum '03, Nashville, Tennessee

VLE B.rdtrs of .ddilio!.I N(}r cotrtrol
.r. not .d.qu.tcly dcdotrsbrted-274-
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As mentioned by the commenter, further controt of so2 emissions in an existing CFB
boiler oan be provided by inoreasing the limestone injection rate. Ifthis is used in oonjunction
with an SNCR systerq further reductions in S0, emissions can also be provided. As an
altemative, SNCR can be used along with a polishing SDA to reduce both NOx and SO2
emissions. Since dre CFB boilers mentioned in the comment have these options available to them
for redwing NOx and SO2 emissions over and above the levels that can be achieved with
oporational practices, the Agenoy cannot agree with the commenter that simultaneous control of
these two pollutants is not possible for these boilers.

Comment:
EPA has not done an economic analysis to demonstrate that additional NOx rcductions are

cost-effective in reducing Plvlr., and ozone exceedances:

EPA should separately model the Pldr., and ozone benefits derived solely Aomtho
pfoposed reduction in year-round NOx emissions. Reducing NOx emissions in the winter
provides no benefits in reducing warm season PM* exceedances. It is not a cost-effective
approach. EPA should either provide a suaightforward cost-effective justification ofyear-round
NOx controls, or drop this requirement from the IAQR. [l p. 4 1]

ReSponse:
See III in the CAIR NFR preamble.

Comment:
Duke Energy has serious concems about the technical and legal basis fo; the additional

electric generating unit @GLI) NOx reductions that EPA has proposed, especially in those states
already affected by the NOx SIP Call rule. The minimal downwind air quality impacts to both
8-hour ozone and fine particles that EPA's modeling indicates might result fiom the additional
reductions are not compelling and do not supiort EPA's proposal for additional NOx reduotions
from EGUs to dddress trnsporL In facg EPA's modeling indicates that 8-hour ozone levels may
actually increase in Mecklenburg County, N.C, if the proposed NOx rcduotions are implemented
(EPA modeling indicates that the 2010 8-hour ozone design value increases for Mecklenburg
County). See OAR-2003-0053-0l62,Tables X-7 and X-9, At the most, rather than require
installation of further NOx contols on EGUs, Duke recommends that EPA simply adjust fie NOx
SIP Call to an annual program requiring year-round operation ofthe controls that are already
being installed to meet the SIP call. [[ ({D65, pp.3-4) ]l [[ (See Section IV, pp.3-5, ofDocket
Number 0966 for detailed discussion ofthis issrrc) ll

Response:
The emission reduotions required by CAIR ar€ intenated to reduce significant oontribution

from upwind States, which will help downwind States to aohieve attainment ofthe PIVI , and
8-hour ozone standards. However, CAIR is not intended to bring €very nonattainmont cormty
into attainment.

As described in the CAIR NFR pr€amble, CAIR is an early step in the process of
addrcssing PM,, nonattainment and maintenance requirements. The Clean Air Act requir€s states
to submit I l0(a)(2)(D) plans to address interstate tr:rnsport, and ov€rall attainment plans to ensure
the NAAQS are met in local areas. .By taking the early step of finalizing CAI& we are requiring

VLB. B.ncf,tr ofrddiaioD.l N(}r cotrttol
rt.! Dot adaqBrtcly dcnion.tratad

@ o o t / 0 L 2
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Although commenter do€s not support regulating cogeneration units under thc IAQR.' ifEPA

il;;-, tff;;t, ii *urr a"rio"iioger"Liun il,itr; consistent wirh polioies and regulations in

the Acid Rain program.

If cog€neration units are rcgulated under the IAQR, then EPA must adont a len1itio1 9f. . ̂  ,,
.cogercration unit' that is consisteJ*i*t existi"i cAA regulations. and PolicY' Id'-1t-fl9;I"0"'

the-aoid rain progranl the calculation ofwhether more than 'one-third' ofthe unlt's energy rs

r"ppn O t"G nl"tttiission griJ is oetermine'd bv subtacting 4"-P.** 
fr: 'l?::'.::Tftl"vt

back for proc€ss stearn ano otrto ittJostri.t usts iom the grois MW€enerated by-$::1t:3d *td

to the transmission grid. (Generally such arrangements conte-mplat€ lonver costs-tor 
-T::*C

further incentivizinf investnent in more energy-efficient independent power productron' . .
consisterrt with national energy policies.) Thus, commenter recommends that EPA's definition of
;coleneration unit' shoulA specihcany rp.lt out tttit a"t"t-ination of 'net' outprtt in detemining

whJther l/3 ofthe unit's power is being sold ro the electricity transmission gid'

Responsel
Cotitt y to ttt" tommenter's statemeng the notic€ of proposed rulemaking do":-1o-t-T.T,,-^,, .
"cogenJration units" the sarne as other "electio generatrn-g $iI"i E-PA-eroe-oled T1 it-tlX1-otng
an eiemption for oogenexation units. See preamble section VIII for further discusslon ano ror a

response to the r€mainder of this comment.

Comment:
th" ph.as", 'producing electricity for sale' could be inte,rpreted to mean any amount ofelectricity

f". rI". Epel. p-p.i"a a"nniii'* of ag*eration applies so.me additional threshold criteria' But

those thresholds are not 
"pp".*t 

ior non--cogeneration units that might solely be producing

electrical power with some small amount sold to a utility grid'

Response3
roi'norr.orrg*"*tioo units, 'lroducing electricity for sale" means any amount of electricity for

sale. See preamble for firrther discussion.

Comment:
irr-f-" propo*r, trr" cAIR would apply to units that bumany amount of fossil fuel, consistent widr

*'" ueiri"ltilitv orihe Acid R;;-ffo-;r;- Though this is a d"q*tuf no1 ttre iefi1i1i.o1-1r--rossit
firolhred, for iGUs.under the Nox slp call (i.o., >50 p€rc€nt heat input aom tossil tuels), rre

nevertheless understand EPA'S intent to tie rh; CAIR program as closely as possil]e t? th: 
+cid

Rain Program. Thar is why we so strongly believe that it would be a mistake to tall to lncluce e

;;;6; fi"t" trre ecid nain noera; 
-that 

were mandated bv Congress' HoYtTiJl lll
chooses to depart from Congressional intent for that program in the developm€nt or lne uArK'

rhen we believe that Bpa *rouid aiso reconsider the bvily broad definition of 'fossil-frrel'fired"

i.ligfriolttr" A"t that a number' of EGUs burn only minor amounts of fossil ftrel'

-876-
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States. EPA should deleto CHP units from the definition ofEGU and fiom tlre scopo ofthe Calf,'
program.

Response:
Seo proamble. See also responses to previous comments in this section and the respons€ to
commenters arguing for a general exemption for all CIIP units given earlier in this section.

Comment:
West Virginia is a small State with only a small group of non-EGUs with a modest amount of
emissions, but with several large EGUs affected by the current NOx SIP'Call rules- If the non-
EGU bading program is isolated and stranded by disallowing access to emission allowances under
a substituted plan for large EGUs under the IAQ& then the pool ofoptions to aohieve 'cost-

effective' reductions would be seriously diminished, and it would especially unfailly impact opt-in
units under tho NOx SIP Call, suoh as one ofour members who chose to opt;in due to such market
opportunities. Options for meeting NOx allowances would also essentially be reduced for non-
ECUS to just on€: unit-specifio controls. Accordingly, we strongly urge EPA to fashlo:t 9n
allocation and trading program that u/ill firlly preserve non-EGU access to the full emissions
markets.

Response:
EPA has modified its proposal to allow non-EGUs under the NOx SIP Call to participate in the
CAIR ozone soason trading program. See preamble.

Comment:
Commenter's facilities emit Sq at rates substantially lower than most conventional coal-fired
utitity units, and therefore should not be requiled to further reduce SOr, emissions under the
CAIR. Virtually all ofthe oommenter's facilities have been constructed under permits imposing
stringent SO, emission limitations, consistent with cunent Best Available Conbol Technology
('BACT') standards. Cotumenter's facilities have achieved low SO, emissions by utilizing
limestone injection within the fluidized bed combustion zone. The limeston€ injection technology
typically achieves greater tlnn a 90 p€rcent reduction in SO, emissions from these sourcrs. As a
result, SOr, emissions from commenter's plants are significantly lower than the emissions ftom
conventional coal-fired units, Based upon a rccent analysis conduqted in support of its proposec
renewable portfolio standard, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection has
conoluded that pulverized coal boilers (without scrubbers) typicatly emit SOr in the range of 2-3
Ibs/lvIMBnrr while anthracite waste coal facilities have achieved SO, emission rates of 0.20-0,25
IbYMMBtu.

The Agency's analysis of SO, control technology in developing the CAIR related solely to large'
conventional coal-fired utility units, many of which have not been sribjected to BACT
determinations. Specificatly, the Agency based its SO. control analysis solely on th€ apPlication
to largo EGUs of Flue Gas Desulfurization ('FGD') systems. The Agenoy apparently did not
consider the appropriateness or feasibility of such technology for facilities fuing wasto coal or

@  o o  6 / 0 1 2
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thoso utilizing CFB technology. CFB teohnology generally is incompatible with the use ofbaok-
end oontrols, for reasons oftechnioal and/or economic feasibility. Both NOx and SO2 emission
controls are effectively accomplished for CFB boilers in the combustion zone, through operational
controls, rathor than through 'back-end' control equipment. The commenter's facilities have
optimized these operutional controls to satis! the slringent NOx and SO2 sfandards currently
applicable to these sources.

Further, given the relatively small size ofthe individual commenter's facilities and their low
baseline SO, cmissions, application ofadd-on control teohnologies would be cost prohibitive. The
use of limestone injection within the fluidized combustion zone has r€duced SO, emissions ftom
ARIPPA facilities to such an extent that lhere is limiGd practical potential foi further significant
SO, reductions. Thereforo, on a cost per ton basis, the (rheoretical) application of FGD to a CFB
unit would exceed - - by orders of magniode the marginal cost per ton estimates assumed by the
Agency in developing the CAIR
In light of the commenter's facilities' suc.cess ii maxirnizing control of SO, emissions fiom CFB
units, and the infeasibility of further control, these faoilitios should not be subjected to the CAIR
SO, control requir€ments. Commenter's faoilities would b€ economically disadvantaged by being
requircd to reduce SO, emissions to tlie same extent as conventional units. Such requirements
essentially would penalize commenter's facilities for maxirnizing SO, contol efforts earlier than
their util ity counterparts.

Response:
EPA applauds the owners ofCFB units that have achieved roductions as described in this
coriment. Despite the fact that these units may €mit very low amounts of SOr, such units still
have the potential to emit SO, which this rule is designed to reduce, particularly if SO, controls
are not in operation. Such units are also a source of SOr, which this rute is designed ro reduce.
EPA realizos that some ofcommentet's faoilities may be Indcpendent Power Producers. For a
disoussion ofwhy the exemption for Independent Power Producers under the Acid Rain Program
is not continued under the CAIR, see preamble. Finally, EPA notes that units €mitting at low
levels will not necessarily have to reduce omissions. Units have the option of reducing emissions
or purchasing allowances. Low-emitting units should not have to purchase large amounts of
allowances and thus the negative impact of being affected by the CAIR is somewhat mitigated.
The EPA does not agree with the commenter that tlle ,* reduction capability of a CFB boiler
already e4uipped with limestone i4iection cannot be improved firrther. The CFB boilers
mentioned in the comment are designed for 90 percent soz removal. The EPA.notes that .-
removal rates greater than 90 percent have been aohieved at certain CFB installations.rr3Jra
Therefore, the Agency believes that it is possible to use techniques, such as increased limestone

tt3A. Basak, et. al., 'T,mission Performance Summary from Nucla Circulating Fluidized
Bed Boiler Demonstsation Projecl," l99l Intemational Conference on Fluidized Bed
Combustion, Montreal, Canad4 April 2l-24, 1991

rrtD. Beacon, et. al., "Advanced Emission Contols at Mt. Poso ryroflow Circulating
Fluidized Bed Boiler," l99l Intemational Conference on Fluidized Bed Combustion, Montreal,
Canad4 April 2l-24, l99l

@oo7 /oL2
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injection rate, to enhance the so2 control performance of an oxisting CFB boller' '{f{i.tionalty' 
a

ciB plant can also Ue retrofitted with a backend polishing spray dryer absorber (SDA) to reduce

,- #issiens. A CFB installation equipped withi polishing SDA has been operating for several

years.l15

Comment:
Unit size and emissions are the most important factors to consider in defining applicability - more

important than wheth€r a unit is primariiy used to generate electricity (FR Vol' 69 No' 20 pg'

46i0). EpA considers emissions'from thi electric power hdustry to be'erelatively lar_ge amount,'

and requosts comment on how to determine what constitutes 'a relatively large amount' ol lfte

relevant emissions fiom other sectors. clearln EGU units are a significant source of'these
pollutants, and most significantly r€sponsibli for the transport of pollutants.into the OTR

i{owever,'beyond that 
-EPA 

should not try to rcdefine applicability or whetler a sourc€ constituJ€s

a .relarively iarge amount' of emissions. 'i'trere is no need to do so, and it is a tenn with no legal

basis or precedelrt of use. As a qualitative description, it's fine; as a regulatory threshold or

applicability standard, it is not.

Response:
The-comment is unclear. See preamble section vIII for a discussion ofapplicability criteria.

Comnent:
comment€r supports the de minimis treatnent for utility units of < 25 MW nameplateoapacity.

Commenter is viry concerned about the timing implementation for the two phases in this - -
rulemaking. The public power community't titullo g"nututing stations (<250 MW p-otential .
fr"iiib"*fi" *;" phto capacity) will farce pressure-to shutdown if the IAQR is implemanted as

EpA proposes in this rule bicausi ofanticipated op€rating exppnses associated with new

"o-pii*"" 
ur.**ce method or CEMs. Losing these small genorators will disrult th€ national

distribution ofelectricity and reduce the securfu and rcliability ofour nation's electricity supply.

Comr4enter also.supporis the EPA,s commifinent to a cap and trade system to acl-ti.w9 Nor< ana

SO2 reductions and'we offer a number of suggestions to maximize flexibility within that system.

One suggestion is to implement this rule in phases starting with the largest generating stations

wherc cmission controls are most cost effe&ve and returi the largest teductions in emissions with

downwind impacts. Using this approach, the utilities least likely to shutdowndue to the. costs of

control would bear the burden during the initial phases. Small generating stauons lor wnlcn mese

control costs s€riously threaten viability would be regulated in later phasesifthe doJvnwind impact

on nonatlainm€nt remains a conc€m. Commenter offers this approach to minimize the number of

smaller generators that might be forced to shutdown and to reduce the negative effects of large

scale coisolidation in the itility sector. While trading may increase the opportunity for marginal

units to purchase allowances rather than retrofit' there are significant loWer case cost associaled

with insiallatiori of monitoring, etc. Commenter believes thJfinal rule should allow States to make

these determinations where the viability oia smaller utility is threatened.

rriw. Goodrich, et. al, .,Summary of Air Emissions from the First Year Operation of

JEA's Northside Generating StatiorL" ICAC Forum '03, Nashville, Tennessee
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IJNTTED STATBS COURT OFAFPEAI,S
FORTTIB DISIIR.ICT OF COLIJMBIA CIRCTIIT

STA1B OF NORTI{ CAROLINA.
)
)
)

Petitiona, )
. )

)
)

U.S.ENVIRONMENTALPROTtsCTIONAGENCY, 
]

Respord€nts, )

PRELIMINARY AND NON-BINDING
STATEMBI{T OF ISSIJES

Pursuaot to an o(der from this Court dateat July 19, 2005, Tbe AES Corporation md its

UniEd States Subsidiarieg and AES Beaver Valley, IIC, md r{ES Warrior Ru4 LLC, and

Consrcllation Enagy Grorp, Inc., peitionere in No. 05-1 259, whioh has been consolidatcd with

No, 05-1244, by mal througb ftcir oormse[ file the acooryaying Dookcting Statrmc'nt ed ftis

preliminary mal non-binding stat€m€dlt of is$ies to be raieed on reniew:

1 Whetrer the U.S. Bnvilomeirtat Plorection Agency in issuing the final action

eutitled T.ule to Reduc€ Interstste Trmsport of Fine Putioulate Matter md Ozone (Cloo l{ir

Intelshb Rule); Rovrsions to Aoid Rain Pr,ogrun; Revisio,los to tho NOr SIP Call"" at ?0 Fed

Reg 25,162, a sq. (May l! 2005) (hereinaftcc the ..CAIR Ruleanaking') exceeded its ctatrtory

athority uder the Clear Air AcL 42 U.S.C, S 74Ai d sq,

. 2. Whetlrcr the U,S. Environme[tal Protrction Agc,ncy excoeded it8 dtafutory

arrthorig rm(ler the Clem Air Act by creating a sulfin dioxide c4 and trade ernissions pa,ogrm

uador fte CAIR Rulemaking that ap,plies to soriroes of sulfilr dioxide that are strtrdorily ercoryt

-€ f,T2tr 87!l+rz F^E/05

@oog/o tz

Case No. O5-lU4

md Consolidated Casee
05-126, O5-1zl9, 05-1250,
05 -t251, o5-t?5.2" 6-1253,
os-12s4, 05-1256, 05-1257,
05-1259, Os-tzffi , Os-t26r
atrd 05-1262
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' 
at 42 U,$.C. $765 I (gxq fum a sulfur dioxide cap and rade emissione pmgrm crcatert by

Congrees in the Cloan Air Act.

3. Whether the U.S. Bnvfum€otal Plotection fueooy acted artitary or

oapricioruly or otherwis€ violated tha Adminishativ€ procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. $Z0l et sq,, nd

clom Air Ad in eili.E to abide by the congrass-ionally mandated exemptions frr air pollutmt

sorrces tom the cloan Air Act's sulfi[ dioxide c4 md tade prograrn" 42 u.s.c. subch4ter

W, by subjccting those sotrces to a eulfir dioxide cap md tade pmgrm rmder the CAIR

Rulema&ing

. 4. Whether tho U.S. Bnvironineatal pmtection Agonoy acted arbihary or

capiciously or othorwise violated the Administrative prooedure Ac! 5 u.s.c. g70l et seq., ad

&c clcrn Air Act by failing to considor fte diqprato ecoomic impacts that woutd be imposed

onPetitioucrs md siuilrly situafed cogenerators acrd independent power prcducens by

subjecting thm to a sulfrr dioxide cap md tade program or, in the altqnativd, by not providing

ihem with my sulfirr dioxide allowances.

l2(X) Mmcteentt Ste€b N.!Y.
. Waslington, D,C. 20036
QU2Jeil4912

Attome)B ftr Petition€rs
The AES Corporatiom, et al.

Date& August 18,2005

Steveir J. Shimheqg
Debcah B Jendngs

.tAI{Tr{lrE{a.€ grt&s
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IJMIED STATES COURT OF APPEAIS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Petitioner,

v.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY,

DOCKET NO.05-1249,
consolidat€d with 05-r 244
ad other casos

RespondenL

ARIPPA'S NON.BII\DING STATTMENT OF ISSI'ES

Petitioner ARtPPd by and thmugh its couset, hercby submits the following non-

binding statement ofissues in orpport of its p€titiqn for review ofthe fiaal rule promulgated by

the Envirormental Protection Agurcy ('EPA'), erfitled'Rule to Reduce Int€rsbte TraEspon of

@orc (Clean Air Interstate Rule); Rwisions to the Acid Rain Program; Rwisions to the NOx

SIP Call" (commonly hnown.as the "Clean Air Interstate Rtrle" or "CAIR') published at 70

Fed-R.eg. 25,162 @r1 12,2ftr,5').

1 . Whether EPA's failura unden CAIR to provide for au allooation of sulfur dioxide

("SQ") allowarccs to etectic geoerating units not subject to and/or not rooeiving ao SO2

allocation under the Acid Rain Progrm (ton-Acid Rain sources ) was arbitary, c4ricious, an

iblse of aliscf,etion or othcrrrise not in accudancc with lan'.

.2. Whether EPA's faitre to accormt for endssions from non-Acid Rain sources in

establishing CAIR SO2 budgds was arbitary, capricious, an abuse ofdiscretion or o.therwise lot

iu accordmce with law.

190602_l
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3. rfhether EPA's determination that Independent Povyrr Producers should bc

inctuded within the category of electic geocrating units $rbject to cArR, notwithshding th€ir

exqtim lhdm the Acid Rsin Program, was arbitrry, c4ricious, an abuse of-discr,etion or

otheirrise not in accordanoe with law.

4. Whether EPA's deterrnindior that all electic generating units subject !o CAIR,

including Ldepecrd€nt Pow€r Produc€rs who already conduct continuous mqrdtoriug ofse

pursuant to seprate legulatory r€quir€rncnts, must comply with the soz cortinuous nonitoring

requirEm€nts establised rmder 40 cFR pat 75, was a$itrdy, cryricious, an abuse of discretion

o: olherwise not in accordance witb las,.

Dated: August 17, 200j

Manko, Gold, Katc.her & Fox, LIJ
401 City Aveouq Suite 500
BataCynqd, PA 19004
(484)43O-'7OO

Cohsel for ARIPPA

@or2 /o r2CLEAN AIR IUKIS DIY

Respeotfrrlly submitted,

Bart E. Cassidy
Caml A. FiUpafiick

.2


